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On the occasion of the centennial celebration of Eileen Chang’s (1920 –1995) birth this year, the 
University Museum and Art Gallery (UMAG), Faculty of Arts and Department of Comparative 
Literature at the University of Hong Kong (HKU) are pleased to present Eileen Chang at the University 
of Hong Kong: Historic Images and Documents from the Archives from November 18, 2020 to January 
17, 2021.  
 
Eileen Chang was a major twentieth-century writer and one of the most celebrated former students 
in the history of HKU Faculty of Arts. She arrived at the university in August 1939 and left without 
completing her degree in May 1942 during the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong, after classes were 
interrupted by the war. Chang began her career as a writer in 1942 shortly after she returned to 
Shanghai. Two volumes marked Chang’s early literary success in Shanghai: a collection of short stories 
and novellas entitled Romances (1944) and a book of prose entitled Written on Water (1945). Her 
“tales of two cities”—Shanghai and Hong Kong—were some of the most endearing narratives in her 
early literary output, contrasting two urban environments as mirrors and shadows of one another. 
Showcasing a selection of images and documents from the HKU Archives, this physical exhibition 
pieces together a narrative that highlights the beginning of an extraordinary literary career. Co-curator 
of the exhibition, Professor Nicole Huang, Chairperson and Professor of the Department of 
Comparative Literature in the Faculty of Arts said, "As Chang's alma mater and a starting point of her 
literary journey, HKU and the Faculty of Arts have a responsibility to help preserve her legacy. Heartfelt 
thanks to the HKU Archives and other collectors, we are very pleased to be able to have this physical 
exhibition held at the historic Fung Ping Shan Library. Our work will continue and the legacy of Eileen 
Chang lives on". 
 
The physical exhibition takes place at UMAG’s newly refurbished Study Gallery on the ground floor of 
the historic Fung Ping Shan Building, which opened in 1932 as the Fung Ping Shan Library. While the 
building today constitutes the old wing of UMAG, as a library it used to hold a wide array of rare and 
precious Chinese-language books. During the Battle of Hong Kong in December 1941, many HKU 
students, including Eileen Chang, were involved in defense and relief work. Chang was lucky enough 
to be placed in the Fung Ping Shan Library, where, surrounded by books, she felt like “a child in a cake 
shop” (The Book of Change). 
 
Drawn from the HKU Archives and other public and private collections, this exhibition includes 
Chang’s student records, photographs and personal documents. As a complimentary counterpart to 
the physical exhibition, a virtual exhibition has also been launched.  
 
 

Find out more here.  
For more images and captions of the exhibits, please click here. 

https://www.virtual.umag.hku.hk/eileenchang100
https://www.umag.hku.hk/en/press_release_detail.php?id=465297


 

 

 

Details of the Exhibition 
Period: November 18, 2020 (Wednesday) to January 17, 2021 (Sunday) 
Opening Hours:  
9:30 am – 6:00 pm (Tuesday to Saturday) 
1:00 pm – 6:00 pm (Sunday) 
Closed on Mondays, University and Public Holidays  
Venue: Study Gallery, G/F Fung Ping Shan Building, UMAG, HKU, 90 Bonham Road, Pokfulam, Hong 
Kong 
Tel/Email: (852) 2241 5500 (General Enquiry) / museum@hku.hk 
Admission: Free 
Website: http://www.umag.hku.hk/en/ 
 
Connect with UMAG on Social Media: 
Facebook: http://bit.ly/umag_facebook 
Instagram: @umag_hku, #UMAG, #EileenChang 
Weibo: @香港大學美術博物館 UMAG 

YouTube: http://bit.ly/umag_youtube 
LinkedIn: http://bit.ly/umag_linkedin 

 
About University Museum and Art Gallery of the University of Hong Kong (UMAG) 
UMAG was founded in 1953 as the Fung Ping Shan Museum. It was originally established as the Fung 
Ping Shan Library in 1932 in honour of its benefactor. For more information on UMAG, please click 
here. 
 
Media enquiries 
UMAG Manager of Public Engagement and Education Ms Elena Cheung, Tel: (852) 2241 5512, Email: 
elenac@hku.hk 
UMAG Programme Officer Ms Chelsea Choi, Tel: (852) 2241 5509, Email: cchelsea@hku.hk 
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